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Abstract-The problem we solved is based on the population of grizzly bears at Yel- 
lowstone National Park. Since this population is currently declining, our specific prob- 
lem centered around a seed group of 52 grizzlies, transported from Yellowstone to 
another area in the Northwestern United States, similar in climate and availability of 
proper food. The total land area available for the bears is 1.5 million acres. enough land 
for 100 bears to thrive. Our problem was to find a harvesting policy to sustain the 
maximum number of grizzlies on this land. 
Using the matrix equation LXi = xi+ I we determined the this seed population would 
exceed the level the land area can maintain after 14 years. At this point we began to 
implement our harvesting procedures. Assuming the bears would be harvested at ran- 
dom, producing a uniform harvesting rate for each age group, we used the matrix equa- 
tion LX - HL.r = x to solve for a total of 3 percent harvesting yearly after the fourteenth 
year. Test results confirmed the accuracy of our matrix values. 
HARVESTING A GRIZZLY BEAR POPULATION 
One naturally-occurring animal population found in an environment with resource con- 
straints is that of the grizzly bear in Yellowstone National Park. However, the Park’s 
resource constraints have become so great that recently the grizzly population has been 
declining. For our problem we decided to form a hypothetical seed population from mem- 
bers of the Yellowstone community, and then transplant this seed population in order to 
give the American grizzly a better chance of survival. The seed population would be taken 
to a large wilderness area in the Northwestern United States with a climate similar to 
that of Yellowstone Park. The amount of suitable land would be proportionate to Yel- 
lowstone and the amount of berries, nuts, forbs, graminales, and animal prey would also 
be proportionate. Based on the theory that overpopulation creates stress for the animal. 
thus causing harmful population decreases[l], the size of the seed-generated population 
would need to be controlled. Controlling the population would entail harvesting it. Bk 
harvest we mean the systematic removal of bears from the population. The population 
will be controlled even if the selection of bears to be harvested is random. The seed 
population would be transplanted to an area of 1.5 million acres. an area approximately 
large enough for 100 bears to live healthy lives. This parameter is based on the theory 
that the 300 to 350 grizzlies in Yellowstone Park need 4.4 million acres to thrive[2]. This 
1.5 million acre assumption was made to clarify the problem. 
Using population statistics gathered from a healthy and growing grizzly population in 
Yellowstone Park (the study was conducted from 1957-69 by J. J. Craighead et a1.[3]). 
we determined a Leslie Matrix to generate the growth of our seed population. The sur- 
vivorship rates (hi’s) were determined from a study from Yellowstone National Park. 
found in Wild Mammals of North America. The reproductive rate for each age class (ai’s) 
was determined by using the average reproductive rate of the entire female population 
as a guideline. See Table 1 and Table 2 for the contents of the Leslie Matrix. 
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Table I. 
Age 














































































The model we used to develop the harvesting process was based on the Leslie Matrix. 
A Leslie Matrix is designed to generate the population of any future period by multiplying 
the previous period’s population by the reproductive and survivorship rates of each female 
age class. We divided our population into one year classes, and so, by the laws of the 
Leslie Matrix, the period of growth is also one year, so, 
for any year i, a population of xi, and the Leslie Matrix L. 
Starting with the seed population, the Leslie Matrix generated succeeding populations 
of increasing size. See Table 3 and Fig. 1. This implied that the grizzly population would 
eventually attain and surpass a limit matrix, called X,. X, is any matrix such that the 
summation of the va!ues in the co!umn vector X, equals the size of the maximum healthy 
population which the environment could sustain. After the population exceeds X,, L.Ki 
= xi+1 L x,, then we would want to begin harvesting the grizzly to prevent over- 
population. The equation we used to represent harvesting to maintain constant popula- 
tion was 
Lx - HLx = .Y 
where L is the Leslie Matrix and H is the harvesting matrix. Each h in H, is the amount 
of each class removed from the population. Lx is the growth for one year; HLx is the 
amount of this growing population removed, and x becomes the maximum population, or 
x = x,. 
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Table 3. Twenty generations generated by the Leslie 
Matrix, without harvesting. 
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ILLUSTRATING THE DATA FROM CHART C 
vO 2 4 6 YEARS IO 12 14 16 46 20 
Fig. I 
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When we used the Leslie Matrix it was restricted to the female population. Based on 
data gathered at Yellowstone, we assumed that the total population would grow in pro- 
portion to the female population. The ratio of male to female bears in the original seed 
group and the growing seed population would thus be 1: 1. Even though the number of 
males and females in each age group at Yellowstone was not even, the totals were very 
close. After inspecting the data on the total population of the seed group, it was obvious 
that the bears would reach X,, or 100 bears, after the fourteenth year. The problem then 
became solving for the amount of bears harvested. Because the ratio of males to females 
was 1: 1, we assumed that any harvesting would have an equal effect on both sexes and 
that by harvesting either sex the population would decrease by the same amount. Because 
this model is designed for harvesting wild bears, we felt that the animals were likely to 
be caught at random and that the amount of bears taken from any age class would be the 
same, or h, = h2 = ... = hz6. This is our basic model equation for H, and reflects our 
proposed policy of uniform harvesting. 
LX, - HLX, = X,,, reduces to LX,,, = (l/(1 - h))X,. 
Hence l/(1 - h) would be an eigenvalue for L. Using the characteristic equation det(AL 
- I) = 0, we solved for A. A = l/( 1 - h) implies that h = 1 - (l/A). Using the characteristic 
polynomial equation for det(Al - L): 
p(x) = (A’~) - .068511773(A*‘) - .068022932(Az0) - .076525034 (A19) 
- .079819491(A’8)- .097287323(A”) - .131267839(A16) 
- . 1889126(A15) - .190403296(A”) - . 17O598957(X13) 
- .10452063 l(A”) - .082403643(A”) - .045031209(A’0) 
- .02592109(X9) - .020457382(A*) - .013076906(A’) 
- .010249555(A6) - .004390127(X’) - .002458831(A’) 
- .001955215(X3) - .000755462(A’) - .000242192(A) = 0, 
we determined the Leslie Matrix’s unique positive eigenvalue. We used the quotient- 
difference method to obtain an approximate A value of A = 0.9728648613429, which was 
not very accurate. Using this as a starting point, we substituted various values into p[A] 
= 0 until we had (A = 1.0296) with an error of 0.0004. Using A = 1.0296 we derived h 
= 1 - (l/A), or h = 0.0288, or approximately 3 percent. We felt a 3 percent harvest 
would be reasonable in a natural setting. titer solving for A, we were able to determine 
the harvest rate for each age class and determine an eigenvector XI, see Table 4. This 
eigenvector generates the proportion of bears in each class after the harvest if the first 
age class is proportionately equal to 1. 
By multiplying X1 by the number of females in the first age class when the population 
equalled X, we were able to determine if the proportions were the same before and after 
the harvest at X,. This proved to be off by a certain amount. We accounted for this error 
by the fact that Xr is a limit value, see Fig. 2. The solution to maintaining the population 
at around 100 bears after year 14 would be to randomly remove 2.875 percent = 3 percent 
of the total population which we would assume is about 3 percent uniformly from each 
age class. 
One way we tested the harvesting model was to test LX, - HLX, = X, to see if it 
was true, therefore testing the validity of our eigenvalue. We found that values were very 
close, and therefore assumed that the values of A and h were reasonable. Another way 
we tested our model was to chart the natural growth of our seed population, see Table 
5, for the program used. When the total population exceeded the limit of 100, we began 
harvesting using the equation Lx - HLx = x, where ,r represents the current numbers 
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Table 1. Proportions of age classes with respect to the first age class 
Class Year 0 Year 15 Year 30 Year 45 Eigenvector Xl 
I 1.0 I.0 
2 1.0 .602-l 
3 1.0 3296 
4 1.0 .3263 
5 I.0 .2715 
6 1.0 .2175 
7 I.0 .2150 
8 1.0 .2106 
9 1.0 .2088 
10 I.0 .2069 
11 1.0 .1963 
12 I.0 .199-I 
13 I.0 ,190-t 
11 0.0 .1683 
15 0.0 .I362 
16 0.0 .0262 
17 0.0 .0306 
18 0.0 .0276 
19 0.0 .03M 
20 0.0 .0298 
21 0.0 .0272 
22 0.0 .0186 
23 0.0 .Ol4? 
24 0.0 .OlOl 
25 0.0 .0053 





















































Note: figures reflect natural growth rate for years 0. 15. 30, 45 as they 
approach the EIGENVECTOR proportions. 
of each female age class. From year fourteen, when the population first exceedeed 100, 
to year fifty, the population went from 100.7 to 101.6. The highest it every reached was 
approximately 105. See Table 6. These results led us to believe that the values for the 
matrix H were quite accurate. 
Due to the nature of our problem and our data, there are many possible errors. Many 
of these errors come from our inability to evaluate and analyze the data collected from 
our sources. The original data on the Yellowstone grizzlies was only to four significant 
digits, and the methods used to collect this data were unknown to us. We had to create 
logical ai’s for our Leslie Matrix and had no real way to test their validity. When we 
solved for A, we found only a limit value and were able to find A to three significant digits 
with an error of 0.0004. Our results were also subject to rounding errors because all data 
was rounded to four decimal places for calculations. When introducing a seed population, 
we assumed it would have population statistics similar-to those at Yellowstone and that 
when introducing these bears into a new ecosystem they would not significantly change 
the ecosystem. The fact that we must limit the seed population of the grizzlies to a max- 
imum of 100 means that the numbers for each age class will be relatively low (see Table 
7). Therefore, it will be impossible to realistically harvest 3 percent of each age class. 
The actual figures will range from 0 percent to as high as 100 percent for the upper age 
classes! With harvesting we allowed for uniform harvesting in all age classes and that 
removing both males and females would have the same effect on the population. From 
our research we know that this is a somewhat inaccurate assumption and would lead to 
a certain amount of error in figuring the harvesting numbers and the post-harvesting 
population level. Even though our assumptions and data allow for a certain amount of 
error, the methods of this model provide a reasonable basis for planning population growth 
and a population harvest system as demonstrated in our harvest projections. 
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Fig. 2. 
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10 DIM B(26. 26) 
20 SIAT B = ZER 
200 B(2, I) = .6296 
201 B(3, 2) = .9529 
202 B(4, 3) = .6790 
203 B(5, 4) = .9091 
204 B(6, 5) = X00 
205 B(7, 6) = .9756 
206 B(8. 7) = .9500 
207 B(9. 8) = .9737 
208 B(I0, 9) = .9730 
209 B(11, 10) = .9444 
210 B(12, II) = .9706 
211 B(13, I’) = .9394 
212 B(14, 13) = .9032 
213 B(15. 14) = .8571 
21-l 8116. 15) = .7917 
715 Bi17. 16) = .7368 
216 B(18. 17) = .8571 
217 B(19. 18) = .7500 
218 B(20. 19) = .8889 
‘19 B(21. 20) = .7500 
230 Bi22. 21) = .6667 
221 B(23, 22) = .7500 
222 B(24, 23) = .6667 
223 B(25, 24) = SO00 
221 B(26, 25) = .5000 
3-19 B(I, 5) = ,185 
350 B(I. 6) = ,224 
351 B(1, 7) = .2583 
352 B(I, 8) = .2836 
353 B(1, 9) = ,355 
354 B(1. IO) = .5112 
355 B(I, 11) = .7790 
356 B(1. 12) = .7790 
357 B(1, 13) = .743 
358 B(l, 14) = ,504 
359 B(I, 15) = .4636 
360 B(1, 16) = .32 
361 B(1. 17) = .2500 
367 B(1; 18) = .2302 
363 B(1, 19) = .I962 
364 B(1, 20) = ,173 
365 B(I, 21) = .0988 






368 B(I. = ,051 
369 Bill 
24) 
25) = .0327 
400 DIM S(26, 1) 
410 MAT S = ZER 
‘ill S(1, I) = 2 
412 S(2, I) = 2 
413 S(3, I) = 2 
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Table 5. (Conrinued) 
414 S(4, 1) = 2 
415 S(5, 1) = 2 
416 S(6. I) = 2 
417 $7, I) = 2 
418 S(8. 1) = 2 
419 S(9, 1) = 2 
42OS(lO, 1) = 2 
421 S(11, 1) = 2 
422 S(12, I) = 2 
423 S(13. 1) = 2 
800 MAT P = B*S 
820 FOR W = 1 TO 26 
830 Tl = Tl + S(W, 1) 
832 T2 = T2 + P(W. 1) 
840 NEXT W 
845 IF L = 0 THEN PRINT TI, (Z’Tl) 
850 IF (2*T2) < 100 THEN PRINT T2. (2”TZ) 
900 IF (2*T2) >= 100 GOT0 1000 
905L=L+l 
906 IF L = 51 GOT0 9990 
907 IF L = 31 THEN PRINT 
908 IF L = 31 THEN PRINT 
909 IF L = 31 THEN PRINT 
910 IF L = 31 THEN PRINT 
911 IF L = 31 THEN PRINT 
912 IF L = THEN INPUT Q 
913 IF L = THEN PRIST 
914 IF L = 31 THEN PRINT 
915 IF L = 31 THEN PRINT 
916 IF L = 31 THEN PRINT 
917 IF L = 31 THEN PRINT 
918 IF L = 31 THEN PRINT 
919 IF L = 31 THEN PRINT 
920 IF L = 31 THEN PRINT 
923 MAT S = P 
925 Tl = 0 
926 T2 = 0 
930 GOT0 800 
1000 DIM H(26, 26) 
1010 PRINT T2, (2*T2),’ > Xm’ 
1100 MAT H = ZER 
12OOFORJ = IT026 
1300 H(J, J) = .028749029 
1400 NEXT J 
2000 MAT M = P 
ZlOOMATN=H*M 
2200 MAT 0 = M - N 
2350 FOR V = i TO 26 
2360 T3 = T3 + O(V, 1) 
2370 NEXT V 
2371 E = (2*T2) - (Z’T3) 
2372 PRINT T3, (Z*T3).‘after harvesting’, E 
2390 MAT P = 0 
2395 T3 = 0 







































































































































































x, = 100 
If total pop. > S, 
then a harvest w-ill take place. 
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Number of bears in 





















































Note: Total Females Total Bears Year 
50.34491045951 100.689820919 14 
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